Form-In-Place and Cure-In-Place Gasket Selector Guide
Dymax FIP/CIP gaskets are for sealing against atmospheric moisture, debris, and other contaminants. Resistance
against moisture and chemicals will depend upon temperature, the length of exposure, and the geometry of the part.
Service life and suitability must be determined by the user for each application.
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*Compression set is expressed as a percentage of deflection per ASTM D-395, Method B at 25% at 85C for 22 hours.
To determine percent recovery, subtract ¼ of the set value from 100%. For example, in the case of 10% compression set, recovery is 97.5%.

The chart at left illustrates
some of the manufacturing
cost savings associated with
using Dymax Form-In-Place
and Cure-In-Place gasket
materials over traditional
Form-In-Place gasketing
methods.
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Design Recommendations for FIP/CIP Gaskets
FIP/CIP gaskets are designed for use on flanges or in wide, shallow grooves. Deep channels typically requiring orings are not recommended because such channels use more resin and are difficult to fill and seal. Sharp channel
edges can add stress that may shorten gasket life. Diagrams show that FIP/CIP gaskets are not recommended in
deep grooves having height-to-width ratios of 1:1 or more. In grooved situations, avoid sharp edges that could cut
into gaskets and damage the seal.

Recommended Interfaces for FIP/CIP Applications
(flanges and shallow grooves)
A & B designs form excellent, durable seals and are
ideal for use with fast-curing, cost-effective UV resins.

Diagram A:
FIP/CIP Gasket

Gasket

Diagram B:
FIP/CIP Gasket
Height-to-width ratio near
1:4 preferred

Gasket
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Interfaces Not Recommended for FIP/CIP
(deep and narrow grooves)
C & D are not the optimum designs for FIP/CIP gaskets.
Sharp edges may damage the FIP/CIP gaskets.
Diagram C:
“O” Ring
Height-to-width ratio 1:1

“O” Ring

Diagram D:
FIP/CIP Gasket

Sharp edges may damage gasket
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Appliance Casing FIP/CIP Gasket

Cell Phone FIP/CIP Gasket

Door Handle FIP/CIP Gasket

